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Campus Facilities Plan 2017
Ranger College has defined the following statement
of purpose:

Jack Elsom
Administration Building

To provide high quality educational opportunities
that promote student success in academics,
developmental education, workforce programs, and
continuing education, empowering individuals to
become responsible members of the local and global
community.”
The College recognizes that its students need to
succeed to function successfully in an increasingly
diverse and complex society. The College seeks to
meet this challenge by providing opportunities to
develop academic and workforce excellence,
appropriate communication skills, critical thinking
skills, and responsible citizenship.

The purpose of Ranger College as it relates to the Mission Statement:
1. To make student success the core work of Ranger College;
• To develop new programs, strengthen existing programs, and recruit students to
respond directly to the current and projected demographic and economic trends in
the counties served by Ranger College and surrounding communities, the State of
Texas, the nation and the world;
• To expand program delivery options, including the use of instructional technology
to support student learning;
• Provide new and expanded opportunities for faculty and staff development to support
an atmosphere of excellence in academics, student support services, and overall
continuous quality improvement.
2. Accountability
• To increase entrepreneurial actions across the College to provide new revenue
sources;
• To make better use of existing data and information; create new actionable
information and customers for this information to support the College’s operational
and strategic planning efforts, by encouraging and efficient operations;
• To promote the health and economic vitality of the communities served by Ranger
College through dynamic partnerships, coalitions, and collaborations; and
• To build on relationships with school districts to create a seamless education
experience in Ranger College’s service area.
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Campus Facilities Plan 2017
In order to fulfill both the academic and physical requirements of the mission statement, a series
of master planning efforts has taken place on campus.
Ranger College is fully accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).
Our Fall 2017 enrollment was 2,411 students. We offer dual-credit college classes to students in
34 different high schools in our region.
Our main campus is located in Ranger, with bustling satellite campuses in Brown County and
Erath County.
Ranger College's main campus occupies a 50-acre campus within the city limits of Ranger, an
Eastland County community of approximately 2,500 people, located on Interstate 20 between
Fort Worth and Abilene. The beautifully wooded, rolling hills and many lakes provide ample
opportunities for hunting, fishing, and outdoor recreation, while the City of Ranger boasts an
excellent school system and several active churches.
One of the oldest continuously operating public two-year colleges in the state of Texas, Ranger
opened its doors on the third floor of Ranger High School in August 1925, with 30 students
enrolled. Much has taken place since that austere beginning. Today the campus in Ranger serves
several counties in north central Texas and awards the Associate of Arts, Associate of Art in
Teaching, Associate of Science, and Associate of Applied Science degrees. Students on campus
may live in the college's dormitories and enjoy the college dining facilities or live at home and
commute.
In addition to the Ranger facility, the college provides comprehensive course offerings in Brown
County in Early and in Erath County in Stephenville. Ranger also has available cosmetology
programs in Brownwood and Stephenville, comprehensive Vocational Nursing and Register
Nursing programs in Brown County, a Commercial Truck Driving Program in Early and
Stephenville, and Machining, Welding, Childcare, and EMT programs in Stephenville.
Ranger College has experienced tremendous growth in recent years throughout the district.
Especially notable has been the rapid increase in dual enrollment at the 34 Independent School
Districts served by the institution.
Building on these traditions and mandates, Ranger College continues to update the master plan to
provide a vision for enrollment growth and quality instruction through the addition, renovation,
and revitalization of facilities associated with the college.
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Campus Facilities Plan 2017
Campus Facilities Plan 2017 follows these directives:
•
•
•
•

Develop the Master Plan as a companion to the Academic Master Plan
Provide for an environment supportive of Ranger’s Vision, Mission, and Goals
Be structured to accommodate an increase student population based upon growth of the
feeder area and new technologies such as distance learning
Organize the implementation of projects in a manner consistent with expected funding
from the State.

The preparation of this plan relied on a thorough review of the prior plan, a survey of related
College documentation, on-site discovery of building and land use, recommendations focused on
target issues, and planning sessions with administrative, faculty, staff, and student representatives.
It was discovered that, more so than ever before, flexibility is a key component in the plan’s
ability to assist Ranger with fast-paced future change. Flexibility has been introduced at several
levels. Conceptually, solutions are proposed based on functional criteria. The criteria can be
evaluated as time progresses and solutions can be achieved by a variety of alternatives. In
addition, all of the master plan information has been provided in an electronic format which is
easily updatable. Finally, recommendations have been accompanied by implementation
strategies to assist the College in prioritizing goals.
The planning process will be outlined, and the individual components discussed in detail. The
final product is based on the discoveries made between academic priorities, campus growth
issues, and operational realities. Our continuing purpose is to harmonize buildings, landscape,
and all interrelated campus functions into an environment wholly supportive of the College’s
mission of academic excellence.
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Existing Campus
Academic Focus

Ranger College Aerial
Photo

For the 2017 school year, Ranger College has 2,411
students enrolled, 413 at the main campus in Ranger,
93 at the Brown County Campus, and 468 at the Erath
County Campus. The student enrollment at the Ranger
Cosmetology Programs in Brownwood and
Stephenville are 16 and 26 respectively. There are a
total of 88 students enrolled in VN and RN programs
at the Brownwood and Ranger Campus locations. A
total of 1,114 students are in enrolled at area high
schools in the dual enrollment program.

Ranger College offers degree programs: Associates of Arts, Associates of Arts in Teaching, and
Associates of Science; also, workforce programs: Associate Degree Nursing, Licensed Vocational
Nursing, Cosmetology, Welding, Childcare, Machining and Emergency Medical Technology.

Community Outreach
Ranger College is a major component of the Ranger community and the regional economy. The
College serves the following counties as directed by the Texas State Legislature: Eastland, Brown,
Comanche, Erath, Stephens, and Young. The College supports the community through shared
facilities, program offerings, and cooperative efforts. The College also supports learning
initiatives through dual enrollment offerings in 34 local area high schools.
Ranger interacts with local schools and business through applied education programs. Increased
telecommunications links are also utilized. Ranger College aggressively competes for State
Development Funds (SDF) grants through the State Workforce Commission to create and
upgrade jobs in local industry through training efforts and shared classes.
Continuing Education Program offers credit toward specific state licenses and certification in
certified nurse aide, medication aide, law enforcement, and truck driving.

Student Life
While numerous housing units remain in the original portion of the main campus, no new housing
has been constructed in recent years. ADA compliance remains an issue with all resident halls.
All single students carrying 12 hours or more that do not live with their parents are required to
live on campus in the dormitory facilities. This policy currently only affects the main campus
where resident halls are available.
9

Existing Campus
Students can choose from a range of activities including: social organizations, recreational sports,
rodeo, counseling, choir, debate and career placement. Student services are offered for multicultural students and students with disabilities.

Campus
The main campus of Ranger houses 29 major buildings situated on 50 acres. After the initial
founding of the College on the third floor of the local high school building, the campus relocated
to its current position on County Road 235 / Desdemona Boulevard, one-mile West of Interstate
20 in Eastland County. Over time, the College expanded its presence in the various counties
located within the service district. These locations in the various districts are leased from area
retailers and/or real estate agents.
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Site Analysis

Jack Elsom
Administration Building

Historically, the development of the campus has been
predicated on student enrollment and academic needs.
The majority of buildings on campus were erected in
the 1960s and with few additions in the 1970s and
1980s. The formation and disbanding of various
athletic programs have also driven the campus
development in the form of playing venues and
resident housing additions. Few construction projects
have been complete in the last 35 years, with most
projects consisting of renovations or upgrades to
facilities. Recent expansions into various portions of

the service district, namely Brown and Erath Counties, and an increase of service demands in these
areas have begun to impact the master planning of facilities.

Campus Identity
The campus is located in a rural part of Eastland County which resonates with natural beauty. The
Jack Elsom Administration Building is the focal point for the campus. The main entry way has
recently been updated with landscaping to invite visitors towards the administration building and
onto the campus. Ranger College also boasts one of the finest baseball complexes in the
surrounding area as a standout alumnus donated funds to complete the project. The welcome mat
to the College relies heavily on user intuition and signage does not clearly identify various campus
locations. The space is still in need of landscaping and signage to provide direction to visitors.
Buildings which flank the administration building also diminish the front lawn effect of the Elsom
Administration Building by their close proximity to the street. The presentation of the campus to
Desdemona Boulevard has been enhanced with the recent landscape and lighting projects;
however, more can be accomplished to highlight the campus entrance and welcome mat to visitors.

Campus Image and Spatial Definition
The campus is composed of mostly moderate-sized buildings of tan brick, one or two stories in
height with flat roofs blocked by parapets. The architecture of the buildings on campus is
primarily modern in style with only a few buildings displaying a traditional style.
Building placement and orientation has been a product of the street grid system and the various
placements of original buildings. As a result, building placement on vestiges of open land, a
number of undefined open spaces used mostly for parking, has been created. There is, in fact, a
homogenized spatial appearance about the campus with no real sequence of space. Buildings and
landscape are not placed in a way that defines external space or order. Many features of the campus
are built to suite the athletic facilities and their functions.
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Site Analysis
A broad lawn has been established at the front of the campus for recreational use by the students.
Interior vistas and pedestrian ways are interrupted by driveways, parking lots, and service areas.
Older walkways are broom finished concrete four to six feet wide. Some walkways are oversized
and diminish potential for green space, especially near the entrance to most building. There is a
variety of street furniture and light fixtures around the campus, with some historical significance
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Land and Building Use
Land Use

Ellis Burks Baseball
Field

The pattern of land use at Ranger College is
distinguished by zones dedicated to their uses (e.g.,
housing, student life, academics, administration,
maintenance, and athletics).
The College is
landlocked by residential areas to the North and West
and commercial businesses to the East. Some
abandoned properties surrounding the college has been
cleared/cleaned by students and maintenance
personnel in recent years to beautify the campus.

Building Use
Currently, building use on campus does not reflect a cohesive organization nor does it reinforce a
sense of academic community. As the campus buildings have become dated, and various activities
and uses have come and gone, the building originally built to serve one purpose have been forced
into the service of another. Many times, the growth of the college has forced buildings to take on
multiple roles. One example is the use of Jameson Hall as a classroom and office area rather than
its intended purpose as a residential hall. Another example is the Business Building being
converted to the Student Support Services Center which houses the TRIO Programs, the RAD Lab,
and the Testing Center. The current use of facilities has remained relatively stable over the life
of the campus as no major growth in enrollment has been seen at the main campus. The enrollment
growth is taking place at the satellite sites of Brownwood and Stephenville.
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Building Condition
The general condition of the campus is good. Due to
the lack of funds, however, there are some instances
where maintenance has been deferred and physical
damage has set in. This is most pronounced in those
buildings that have been utilized beyond their original
life expectancy, which unfortunately involves many of
the buildings on the main campus. In general, the
current building conditions may be categorized as
follows:

Ranger College Entrance

Good condition:
Cafeteria / Bookstore Ellis Burks Baseball
Field Softball Field Concessions Building
Ranger College - Brown County
Ranger College – Erath County
Average condition (in need of some repair):
Elsom Administration Building Jameson Hall
Academic Building Science Building
Fine Arts Building Welding Building
Business Building
Goleman Library / Auditorium Student
Activities Center Maintenance Building
Gymnasium
Myerson Apartments Regents Hall
Athletic Complex
Ranger College - Erath County President’s
Home
Brown County Nursing Skills Lab
Poor condition (in need of substantial repair or
renovation):
Ranger Hall
Wagley Hall
Kuykendall Hall
Nicksick Hall Football Stadium
Ranger College - Comanche County
Brown County Cosmetology
14

Recent Growth Patterns
Demographics
As observed in recent enrollment trends, the college had historically served the needs of a
predominately white, rural, first-generation college population. This role is changing, as
evidenced by an expanding service area and changing state demographics
Effective enrollment forecasting should carefully track high school graduation trends. Texas
has maintained a graduation rate of roughly 82 percent. Ranger enrollment has grown from
870 full- time students in Fall 2006 to 2,411 in Fall 2017. An enrollment of 2400+ necessitates
that Ranger remain diligent in the recruitment and retention of particularly underrepresented
students. The College is also called on to provide universal accommodations for students and
faculty.
This inclusive approach impacts all aspects of campus life, from physical
environment to individuality of instruction.
Other non-traditional categories include
commuters, married students, older students coming back to school to learn new skills or add
to existing skills, and many who are balancing jobs and classwork. Ranger’s student
population is a mirror of its regional society.

Campus Life
As the student profile becomes more heterogeneous, housing options must accommodate
diverse occupancy requirements. Ranger strives to provide a quality experience for all
students.

The Virtual Campus
Rapid advances in telecommunications technology combined with the diversity in
demographic trends point to a future where a campus may take many forms. Ranger’s
Interactive quality instruction as geographical boundaries dissolve. The changes which will
inevitably occur in the student-instructor-campus relationship will be interesting to discover.
Other aspects of the decentralization of campuses are evidenced by Continuing Education
programs, community cooperative programs, and increased internet access.
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Recent Growth Patterns
Academic Mission
Technological advances have created a society that demands a highly educated workforce.
The Ranger curriculum emphasizes practical applications of methodology, relevance of
education, consistency with market demands, and employability of graduates. It is predicted
that the growth into various service areas (adjacent to larger universities) saturated with
industries, such as manufacturing, demanding a skilled labor work force will remain strong
and that workforce programs will increase.
Technological breakthroughs must also be reflected in new teaching methods and more
sophisticated research/laboratory environments. Such improvements stimulate recruitment,
ensure retention, increase graduation rates, and attract qualified faculty. Ways in which the
physical environment can compliment this effort are a dynamic portion of the Campus Plan
2017.

Accountability
Even though a steady upward trend of enrollment and credit hour production help to maintain
a favorable funding base, long-range projections point to a decrease in state appropriations
and uncertainty about student financial aid. New methods are needed to analyze how facilities
can be used more efficiently and how they can generate funds. Technology can be
implemented to maintain updateable records and track building plans, square footage
calculations and utilization formulas. As a corollary to the age of increased accountability,
money is not being directed as readily to new buildings. Existing buildings must be used more
through extended hours and year-round programs. Classrooms should become more multipurpose through telecommunications capabilities and flexible furnishings/equipment.
Existing buildings should be retrofitted for adaptive use and demolished only when
structurally unsound or when renovation is found to be cost-prohibited.
Operationally the Ranger leadership is directed to develop and implement and issue-based
integrated planning and budgeting process with performing measures, benchmarks, and
increased emphasis on outcomes for all functions.

Partnerships
As traditional sources for funding disappear, the college is called on to explore new
partnerships. Alliances with communities, cities, counties, and the private sector, are all
possible new sources for revenue generation. The Campus Plan 2017 offers many
opportunities for symbiotic relations and shared resources. In serving the needs of an
increasingly diverse population with diverse educational needs, Ranger continues to interact
effectively with public schools, four-year universities, and workforce centers.
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Recent Growth Patterns
The Ranger Response
Change is seen as one of the few constants as the college grows into the future. Our fast-paced
society and ever-increasing change will require institutions of higher education to constantly
assess goals and objectives. The 60x30TX Initiative has tasked us with an aggressive initiative
that will bring about a number of objectives in higher education. As the college recently
completed a failed referendum attempt, one major area of emphasis will be to find funding to
reach our expanded goals. In this new environment, it is critical that our multiple agendas and
our campus and centers be in tandem with one another.
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New Master Plan
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Master Plan Program
Introduction

Ranger College
Aerial Photo

Upon the recommendation of the Facilities Master Plan
Committee and the College Administrative Council Ranger
College initiates, beginning 2009, a two-year facilities master
plan process. The plan will be updated every two years to
reflect state funding decisions, programmatic changes,
evolving facilities conditions and especially new educational
opportunities in Brown, Comanche, Erath, and Young
counties.

Master Plan updates reflect projects that are underway or in the planning and development process.
They range from new construction, to repairs, to assessments, to improvements, to infrastructure.
The Facilities Master Plan Committee leads this process by providing leadership and guidance in
the development of the plan. Recommendations from the committee and the Administrative
Council, and decisions by the Board of Regents, support the college vision, mission, goals, and
values.

Building Development Program
In general, the facilities at Ranger College (Main Campus) are in average or poor condition. All
existing buildings on the fifty-acre campus are evaluated for their usefulness, general condition,
systems effectiveness, and if repairs are cost-effective. The extension facilities, located in the
various counties served by the college, are leased as short-term goals for expansion necessitated
the need for a local, user friendly satellite center capable of delivering business and educational
services to the populations.
The Brown County Cosmetology Center’s lease ends in December of 2018, the current building is
outdated and in need of repair. As a result, we will be relocating in January of 2019. Also, due to
growth in enrollment and outdated buildings at the Main Campus, the following new construction
will be taking place in the Spring of 2018.
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Projected Construction for 2018
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Building Development Program
Space Management
Sub-Plan

Welding Building

Ellis Burks Baseball Field

Main Campus

Purpose: Welding Program
Age: 1975
Condition: Average

Purpose: Baseball Program
Age: 1998
Condition: Good

Academic Building

Residential

Ron Butler Gymnasium

Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: 1964
Condition: Average

Jameson Hall

Purpose: Basketball Programs,
Offices, Recreation
Age: 1964
Purpose: Average

Student Support Services
Building

Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: 1995
Condition: Average

Purpose: Student Services and
Offices
Age: 1977
Condition: Average

Kuykendall Hall

Cafeteria/Bookstore

Meyerson Apartments

Purpose: Food Services,
Bookstore, Post Office
Age: 1968
Condition: Good

Purpose: Men’s Residence Hall
Age: 1984
Condition: Good

Purpose: Men’s Residence Hall
Age: 1980
Condition: Average

Softball Field
Purpose: Softball Programs
Age: 1982
Condition: Good

Stadium and Track
Purpose: Sporting Events
Age: 1954
Condition: Average

External Campuses

Nicksick Hall
Elsom Administration
Building
Purpose: General
Administration
Age: 1964
Condition: Average

Fine Arts Building
Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: 1950
Condition: Poor

Goleman
Library/Auditorium
Purpose: Reference Library,
events
Age: 1972
Condition: Average

Maintenance Building
Purpose: Maintenance &
Grounds, Storage, Offices
Age: 1968
Condition: Average

Science Building
Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: 1964
Condition: Average

Student Activities Center
Purpose: Student Center,
Offices
Age: 1950
Condition: Poor

Purpose: Men’s Residence Hall
Age: 1965
Condition: Poor

Brown County Center
Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: Leased
Condition: Good

Ranger Hall
Purpose: Men’s Residence Hall
Age: 1963
Condition: Poor

Regents Hall
Purpose: Women’s Residence
Hall
Age: 1963
Condition: Average

Wagley Hall
Purpose: Women’s Residence
Hall
Age: 1980
Condition: Poor

Brown County
Cosmetology
Purpose: Cosmetology
Program
Age: Leased
Condition: Poor

Brown County Nursing
Skills Lab
Purpose: Nursing Program
Age: Leased
Condition: Good

Comanche County Center

Athletics/Recreation

Purpose: Classrooms, Offices
Age: 1984
Condition: Poor

Athletic Complex

Erath County Center

Purpose: Weight Room,
Offices
Age: 1973
Condition: Average

Concessions Building
Purpose: Concessions,
Restrooms
Age: 1964
Condition: Good

Purpose: Classrooms, Offices,
Cosmetology Program,
Machining Program, Welding
Program, Childcare Center
Age: Leased
Condition: Good

Young County Center
Purpose: Offices
Age: Leased
Condition: Average
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Building Development Program
Landscape
Ranger College is committed to improving the landscape on the main campus. Landscape
areas that are purposefully and carefully managed will contribute to a healthy, attractive, and
safe campus environment. Ideally, landscape opportunities should be considered in
collaboration with science programs in order to create learning opportunities.
Areas immediately adjacent to buildings and other important campus amenities, should
receive high priority and level of care. Landscape must utilize trees, shrubs, and groundcover
natural to West Central Texas.
Planting should be arranged to display their beauty and function and grouped to allow for a
cohesive visual appearance. Our goal is to use species that bring color, variety and
demonstrate the changing of the seasons.
Surface storm water treatment methods must be considered, and actions taken to manage and
minimize the impact of storm water. Opportunities to create storm water system laboratories
as part of a curriculum should be explored. An assessment and inventory of plant species
and condition of existing landscape should be conducted perhaps as an educational activity.

Lighting
A campus wide lighting program is mandatory for safety and creates an atmosphere where
students and staff feel safe while walking or driving through campus at night.
Appropriate lighting should illuminate pathways, increase safety, highlight parking and
streets, enhance comfort, and provide good visibility for gateways and building entrances.
Lighting should be effective and energy efficient and complement the campus character.
The selection and utilization of fixtures is essential to an effective lighting program. Scale,
energy efficiency, output, pole lights, spot lights, architectural lighting for entrances, specialty
lighting and parking areas must be evaluated in context of the selection and location of lights
and fixtures.
A campus wide assessment and mapping of current lighting and a subsequent evaluation is an
intermediate objective.
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Building Development Program
Recreation
Indoor and outdoor recreational facilities and open spaces are considered strengths of the
Ranger Campus and should be developed for maximum utilization.
Facilities Include:
Ron Butler Gymnasium
Ellis Burks Baseball Field
Athletics Complex
Stadium / Track and Field
Sand Volleyball Court
Outdoor Basketball Courts
Student Activities Center
Softball Field
College is the place to exercise your mind and also the place to give your body a workout too.
Providing quality facilities supports the recreational activities of students and strengthens the
competitive opportunities for Ranger athletes.
Whether an athlete or a traditional student, recreational facilities offer students and staff the
opportunity to balance their lives, take responsibility for their health, increase their self-esteem
and compete with others to maximize their performance.

Streets and Parking
Travel through the campus should celebrate the college identity, provide ease of movements
through campus to important buildings and activities, and reflect the natural environment. A
quality vehicular transportation network, pedestrian pathways, and convenient parking are
important elements for campus navigation and college image. All of these elements should
work together to reinforce the continuity of the campus and impact the campus aesthetic and
“sense of place.” Sadly, a common comment from students, staff, and visitors is that “the
streets are usually impassable” and “what is the problem here?”
The committee recommends that the college do anything and everything within its powers and
resources to repair the transportation network. All stake holders and outside entities must be
engaged to coordinate and commit to an improvement plan that addresses the disrepair and
neglect of the network.
The college has two entrances, “gateways,” that welcome students and visitors to the campus.
Their function is to announce area and display the college purpose and culture. Gateways are
important because of the first impression they provide and should be well defined, decorated,
landscaped, and lighted. The south entrance on Ranger Boulevard is in average condition
34

and serves as the main entrance into campus. Emphasis should be given to ensure that the
gateways are well maintained, and ongoing maintenance is provided to maximize the image
and first impression of the college.
Faculty, staff and students want an adequate supply of conveniently located parking. The
paring areas should be easy to navigate, and walking paths should be lean and safe. There is
not currently a parking shortage at the main campus.

Signs
Effective signs are an important element of a successful campus experience and navigation.
A comprehensive campus sign program makes the campus more welcoming and accountable.
An effective program adds value by providing information clearly and only where necessary
and enhances the appearance of the camp. Highly visible signage supports traffic flow of
vehicles and pedestrians. Well- marked entrances and exits facilitate the navigation of campus
buildings to visitors and create a welcoming environment. In addition, signage enhances
safety and security through prevention strategies such as access control and clearly identifying
campus expectations.
Ideally, the campus should establish a landmark or icon that physically seeks to represent the
mission and values of the institution. It should convey the image of the college. An example
would be a bell tower, sculpture, building façade or water feature. These items are typically
placed in a visible place for everyone to see (i.e., main entrance, heart of campus).
Ranger has campus entry signs whose purpose is to indicate arrival at the campus. The current
signs should be evaluated and enhanced as needed.
A campus directory is a map with a legend designed to provide navigation and information,
which should be easily updatable and adaptable to change. Directories can be located at the
gateway points or at high traffic gathering locations.
Additional signs such as directional signs that provide directions to desired buildings and
information signs that describe parking, smoking, and various other expectations of the
campus should be utilized as needed.
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Maintenance
The college has a small but dedicated maintenance and
grounds staff. The committee values them and values
their commitment to supporting the college.
The college preventive maintenance plan is designed
to protect college assets and extend the life of college
facilities, equipment and systems. Contract workers
are utilized for maintenance beyond the capability of
the department as needed.

Office of Maintenance,
Custodial, & Grounds

The college has a successful work order process that
students, faculty and staff utilize to request, and log is
maintained of all requests.

Work Order Process
The work order is the planning instrument used to establish daily maintenance/custodial
assignments within the College. The process is described below.
-Originator:
(Person making the request)
-Assignment:
(Director of Maintenance, Custodial, and Grounds or assignment deferred)
-Work order processed. (Maintenance employee accepts the project assignment and follows
it through the completion, including the use of outside assistance if necessary)
Assignment deferred if employee determines that we do not have the resources to complete
the project.
-Work order completed. (maintenance employee informs the originator that the project has
been completed)
-Work order filed and logged.
(record maintained)
-Work order deferred.
-Project prioritized and scheduled. (Maintenance, Custodial, and Grounds committee
determines when the deferred project should be re-scheduled)
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Maintenance
Preventive Maintenance Plan (All Buildings)
Completion: Spring
Exterior
-Inspect roof and overflow drain.
-Inspect area around roof.
-Inspect roof for leaks, crack, and loose roofing material.
-Inspect foundation for leaks, cracks or other structural problems.
-Inspect all outside steps/handrails.
-Inspect all outside doors for weather stripping, loose screws, and closer malfunctions.
Interior
-Inspect all floors, tile, base and corners for damage and loose ends
-Inspect all ceiling tiles for damage, loose ends and wet spots.
-Inspect all stair trends, handrails, and landings.
-Inspect all window glass and hardware.
-Inspect all doors, locks, batts, closure, and stops.
-Inspect all walls for holes and other problems.
-Inspect all restrooms, including stall doors, locks, hinges, dispensers, and fixtures.
-Inspect fire escape routes and signs.
-Initiate work orders for scheduled maintenance.
Preventive maintenance inspections of all facilities will be performed in the spring in all of
the listed areas in addition to any areas determined by the Director of Maintenance, Custodial,
and Grounds, the dean of Student Services, or the President. Logs of inspections are stored in
the Office of Maintenance, Custodial, and Grounds.

Preventive Maintenance Inspections
Completion: Bi-Annually
Cooling Units
-Compressor Motors
-Check for restricted refrigerant flow.
-Check ventilation
-Air Circulation, Air Intake, Exhaust openings
-Clogged intake filters
Refrigerant Circuits
-Check Refrigerant
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Maintenance
Air Circuits
-Check for adequate ventilation
-Check outside air inlets
-Check dampers
-Check filters
-Check coils for cleanliness
-Lubricate fan and motor bearings
Preventive maintenance inspections of all cooling units will be performed before the onset of
hot weather. The dates listed about are approximations. The Direct of MCG will make
adjustments to this schedule as needed. Logs of inspections are stored in the office of
maintenance and Grounds.

Preventive Maintenance Inspection Sub-Plan
Completion: Fall
Heating Units
Burner Maintenance: Gas Heaters
-Service / Clean combustion area
-Clean or replace filters
-Check for gas leaks
-Check for ignition and blower operation
-Check fuel mixture
-Check primary and secondary airflow
-Check safety valves and controls
Electric Heaters
-Check operation of sequencers, limits, and heat elements
-Check amperage draw
-Check or replace filters
-Check fan motors
-Lubricate fan and motor bearings
Preventive maintenance inspections of all heating units will be performed before the onset of
cold weather. The Director of Maintenance, Custodial, and Grounds will make adjustments to
this schedule as needed. Logs of inspections are stored in the Office of Maintenance and
Grounds
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Safety and Security

Building Mounted
Security Camera

Ranger College has an active prevention of crisis
campus security program which is reviewed annually
for improvement. Residence hall directors attend
safety and security training and emphasis is placed
on personal safety and preventing theft. They act as
the point of contact for emergencies occurring within
their residence hall and appropriate authorities will
act immediately on report on any criminal activity or
emergency.

The facilities plan prioritizes safety and security in
the overall context of the plan and especially with lighting, access, fire prevention and control,
landscaping, and staff training. By utilizing the principles of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) the college can utilize proper facility design and effective
use of the built environment to deter property damage and violence. CPTED principles, when
correctly utilized in facility design, can increase users’ sense of security and lead to a reduction
in crime. Signage and lighting provide some low-cost deterrence to potential violators.
Installing an appropriate amount of lighting in parking lots and vulnerable access points may
increase safety by dissuading perpetrators from attempting illegal activities. CPTED
principles do not have to be in the original facility design; these principles can be effectively
added to existing buildings.
In addition to CPTED, signage, and lighting, examining interior building elements and access
and egress points may provide additional protection. Controlling access into facilities is one
critical factor to consider in the near future. Any decision on security measures to control
access and egress must not circumvent local, state, or federal fire and life safety codes.

Safety and Security Plan
The safety and security plan identifies the major components of the overall plan of operation
on the Ranger College Main Campus and extension centers, and the assignment of functions
for the year. Safety and security supervised by the Dean of Student Services and works in
partnership with Director of Physical Plant. The year-end assessment of effectiveness
(effective safety and security plan) is assigned to a committee that reviews and evaluates the
vulnerability, hazard, and risk assessments.
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Safety and Security
Security Assignments
-Supervision of Security, Dean of Student Services
-Delivery of Security Services, Ranger College Security Department
-Financial responsibility, Ranger College Business Office
The Ranger College Security Plan provides for a security officer to be on duty and patrolling
the main campus on a daily basis. The Main Campus security officer may be reached by phone
at (254) 631- 9097, or in the event of an emergency by dialing 911.

Safety Assignments
-Placement of first-aid materials in main campus buildings and residence halls, Dean of
Student Services
-Placement of fire extinguishers in main campus buildings and residence halls, Director of
Maintenance, Custodial, and Grounds
-Placement of first-aid materials in extension campus buildings, Dean of Student Services
-Placement of fire extinguishers in extension campus buildings Director of Maintenance,
Custodial, and Grounds
-Placement of blood-borne pathogens elimination kits in college vehicles, Director of
Maintenance, Custodial and Grounds
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IT and Telecommunication
Ranger Colleges’ telecommunication and information
Technology infrastructure consisting of VoIP phone lines,
wireless internet for dorms, mainframe, and labs needs
upgrading and improvement. It is essential that Information
Technology and Telecommunication be part of the
immediate planned upgrades for the college.

Ranger College
IT Server Switch

In 2016, progress was made by upgrading the capabilities of the
college by improving internet services to 500 Mb/s. Clear and
specific understanding of existing systems and planning for
future needs were identified in the 2014 Campus Facilities Plan.

Efforts are ongoing to bring Ranger state of the art IT. Multiple technology projects are underway at
the main campus and the extension campuses. As identified in the 2014 Campus Facilities Plan, the
following progress is being made on the set and accepted goals:
-Comprehensive assessment of existing equipment and infrastructure
-Future needs identified and documented
-Pursue grant opportunities
-Prioritize critical needs and allocate funding in order to update computer labs, wiring, and increase
bandwidth.
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Meyerson Apartments
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JV Baseball Field
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Brown County Nursing Skills Lab
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Erath Center
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Erath Center Continued
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